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Somewhere beyond the circle of money, glitz, drugs, and controversy that characterizes
professional sports in America, remnants of an ideal exist. In Iowa, that ideal survives in the form
of high school wrestling.Each a three-time state champion, Jay Borschel and Dan LeClere have
a chance in their senior year to join the sport's most elite group: the "four-timers," wrestlers who
win four consecutive state titles. For Jay, a ferocious competitor who feeds off criticism and
doubt, a victory would mean vindication over the great mass of skeptics waiting for him to fail.
For Dan, who carries on his back the burdens of his tiny farming community, the dreams of his
hard-driving coach and father, and his own personal demons, another title is the only acceptable
outcome.Four Days to Glory is the story of America as told through its small towns and their
connection to sport the way it was once routinely perceived: as a means of mattering to the folks
next door.

About the AuthorMark Kreidler is an award-winning journalist and author of the acclaimed Four
Days to Glory: Wrestling with the Soul of the American Heartland. A regular contributor to ESPN
television, ESPN.com, and ESPN: The Magazine, he lives in northern California.--This text refers
to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Four Days to
GloryWrestling with the Soul of the American HeartlandBy Mark KreidlerHarperCollins
Publishers, Inc.Copyright ©2008Mark KreidlerAll right reserved.Chapter OneLocating the
EnemyJay doesn't plan on his headgear ricocheting across the wrestling mat and spiking
against one of his teammates' legs, but he won't be racing over to do anything about it, either.
You can hear the slap of plastic on skin from across the gym when it makes contact, but since
the teammate caught in the crossfire is both an underclassman and a varsity wrestler in the state
of Iowa, he does not so much as throw Jay a look. The boy instead sits there in his chair
alongside the mat, hunkered down, the hood of his sweat top pulled around his head to shadow
his face. He does not move. There is, his posture suggests, no sting from the spiked headgear,
no red mark on his leg from the point of contact. Nothing has happened. And Jay need not
apologize for—well, for what is essentially nothing.But Jay means it, of course—not the ricochet,
but the rest of it. He wants his disgust fully visible to anyone inside the gym, which is why he
yanks off the equipment and fires it downward in the first place. Let there be no question about
his mood after another forfeit. He has sat with the rest of the Linn-Mar team on a yellow-and-
black school bus for two solid hours while it shuddered and skidded along the icy rural roadways
from Marion to Dubuque, and has done it because he desperately wants the moment that now
eludes him. He wants to get out there and beat somebody to death. He wants to wrestle. He
needs it. There's no sense in pretending anything else.This quest is impossible without getting in
his work, and that's the thing. Jay cannot become a four-time state champion unless he is in the



best shape of his life when the time comes to go for it, and now, in January of 2005, that time is
barely a month away and Jay cannot get a freaking match. Opponents run from him, even when
they're on the mat. Coaches try to wrestle around him. They all know about Jay Borschel. They'd
sooner forfeit the weight category than waste one of their decent wrestlers in a match they figure
Jay will win easily. And so they run.From his place in the bleachers above the gymnasium floor,
Jay's father, Jim, sees the forfeit signal and suddenly has had all he can take. "Oh, come ON,
coach!" he bellows over the heads of the other Linn-Mar parents and fans, his foghorn voice
easily carrying the distance across to the Hempstead High coach, Chuck Hass. Hass never
moves, never glances up; he keeps his gaze fixed upon the mat itself. He knows what he's
doing.Hass has just finished ducking Jay by moving away from him a good 171-pound wrestler,
a boy named Dan Chmelar, who is ranked among the top ten in the state in Class 3A. But 171 is
Jay Borschel's weight, or at least his current weight; in the past, Jay has won state titles at 103,
125 and 152 pounds. Jay already defeated Chmelar once this season, and it wasn't close.
Sending Chmelar out there again would have been, for Hass, a points sacrifice straight down the
line. The smart move was to skip Jay, concede the forfeit at 171, and save Chmelar for a better
matchup, even though it would mean asking him to wrestle at a heavier weight.And that's exactly
what Hass has just done. As soon as Linn-Mar coach Doug Streicher made his move to send
Jay to the mat, the avoidance plan went into effect. From the Hempstead side came no activity,
no one rising from his chair or loosening up or pulling off his sweats. After checking in at the
officials' table, Jay had walked out to center mat, popped from side to side on the balls of his
toes and cranked his head from shoulder to shoulder, waiting for the opponent who was not
coming. After a few seconds, Jay had seen that his pre-match suspicions were realized—that he
would stand alone. After a few more seconds of inactivity from Hempstead, the referee had
raised Jay's hand to signal the forfeit.After the match, Chuck Hass says that as soon as he won
the coin flip that forced Streicher to send out his wrestler first, he knew he wasn't going to be
letting any of his kids face Jay. "Everybody knows Jay's the hammer," Hass says. "He's going to
beat whoever you send out there—and we've got a good kid at that weight. I'd rather take my
chances that Dan can get me points at 189 than just give them away against Jay."I know it
frustrates Jay," the coach says. "We've got a kid at 119 pounds who goes through the same
thing. In fact, I think Linn-Mar forfeited to him last year. It's just a part of the game."And it is the
right move for Hass's team. Chmelar shifts to 189 pounds, since wrestlers are allowed to move
up in weight classes without penalty, and he wins a decision over the Linn-Mar wrestler there.
Hempstead's usual 189-pounder, Justin Whitty, subsequently goes up to 215 pounds and wins a
major decision. Those two victories are worth a combined 7 points for Hempstead, and the
Mustangs ultimately win by 4, 31 to 27. Linn-Mar, meanwhile, gets the same number of points
(6) at Jay's weight for the forfeit as it would have received for a pin, but is denied the emotional
lift that comes with seeing Jay manhandle someone from the other team. The Lions get the
forfeit, but not the blood.And Jay? He gets no closer. No closer to the dream at all."That's awful!"
Jim Borschel thunders, turning away from the mat in disgust. Jay's mother, Carol, who isn't apt to



sit still under the best of circumstances, is unable to contain herself any longer; she pops
up . . .Continues...Excerpted from Four Days to Gloryby Mark Kreidler Copyright ©2008 by Mark
Kreidler. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced
or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-
Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this web site. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.From Publishers WeeklySportswriter Kreidler, a columnist for the Sacramento
Bee, immerses himself in "the largest event of its kind in the United States," the Iowa State High
School Wrestling Tournament, and the result is a deeply insightful look into how young athletes
and their families prepare for and participate in a yearly, four-day event where "Fathers and sons,
coaches and wrestlers locked in screaming matches are as commonplace as injury timeouts."
But this is no exposé: Kreidler paints a highly sympathetic portrait of the struggles of two
smalltown seniors to become the 15th and 16th four-time state champions in Iowa's history. One
is motivated by the doubts raised about his abilities by Iowa wrestling fans, while the other
struggles with a family history of depression. In Kreidler's final stunning account of how both
teens deal with the "recurring emotional whiplash" of the tournament itself, he more than proves
his contention: "The really great ones, deep down, just don't give a damn" about doubts and
struggles external to the sport itself. (Feb.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of
Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From School Library JournalAdult/High School–In most of the country, wrestling is a
dying sport. However, in Iowa, thousands still turn out for the State Championships and the sport
captures attention, particularly when a chance at greatness presents itself. In 2005, two young
men had the opportunity to become only the 15th and 16th wrestlers to be four-time champions
in the long history of the state tournament. Jay Borschel and Dan LeClere had known one
another since childhood, and as seniors in high school faced similar pressures and roadblocks
to establishing their legacies. Kreidler introduces readers to their world, if not their hearts and
minds. Wrestling, a sport of deprivation that thrives on an ethos of pain, is a difficult form of
athletic prowess to understand, and at times LeClere and Borschel are the embodiment of the
difficulty of understanding the passion and commitment that it demands. They are enigmas. But
the world of Iowa wrestling and the communities that embrace it are painted both in their glory
and in the head-shaking dismay that the sport can induce. Teen wrestlers will appreciate a book
that speaks to them and respectfully about them, and sports fans may find a new area to
appreciate.–Mary Ann Harlan, Eureka High School, CACopyright © Reed Business Information,
a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From BooklistTo most, wrestling conjures images of steroidal monsters acting out
scripted roles in pay-per-view soap operas. There is another, brutally honest version of the sport
in which incredibly disciplined young men compete passionately. Nowhere is wrestling more
revered than in the state of Iowa, where high-school wrestlers can become legends. Kreidler, a
columnist for the Sacramento Bee, spent much of the 2004-05 school year and beyond
chronicling the efforts of Jay Borschel and Dan LeClere as they attempted to become only the



fifteenth and sixteenth individuals in the history of Iowa High School wrestling to win state titles
in each of their four years. Each carries the legacy of a wrestling lineage--their fathers were
wrestlers--as well as the mounting responsibility of history and the sidebar issue of college
recruitment. The book also functions as an anecdotal history of Iowa prep wrestling and a
sociological examination of the Iowa citizenry that has embraced such an elemental sport as its
own. Kreidler is an observant, intuitive, and inspired scrivener. Readers with even a marginal
interest in high-school wrestling will find themselves completely immersed in a little-understood
or -appreciated sports subculture. Wes LukowskyCopyright © American Library Association. All
rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Four Days to GloryWrestling with the Soul ofthe American HeartlandMark KreidlerFor C.M.T.C.-
K.with love and missing flowersContentsChapter 1 Locating the EnemyChapter 2 Merely Really
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BarnstormingChapter 15 Making Things GrowEpilogueAcknowledgmentsAbout the
AuthorCreditsCopyrightAbout the PublisherCHAPTER 1Locating the EnemyJay doesn’t plan on
his headgear ricocheting across the wrestling mat and spiking against one of his teammates’
legs, but he won’t be racing over to do anything about it, either. You can hear the slap of plastic
on skin from across the gym when it makes contact, but since the teammate caught in the
crossfire is both an underclassman and a varsity wrestler in the state of Iowa, he does not so
much as throw Jay a look. The boy instead sits there in his chair alongside the mat, hunkered
down, the hood of his sweat top pulled around his head to shadow his face. He does not move.
There is, his posture suggests, no sting from the spiked headgear, no red mark on his leg from
the point of contact. Nothing has happened. And Jay need not apologize for—well, for what is
essentially nothing.But Jay means it, of course—not the ricochet, but the rest of it. He wants his
disgust fully visible to anyone inside the gym, which is why he yanks off the equipment and fires
it downward in the first place. Let there be no question about his mood after another forfeit. He
has sat with the rest of the Linn-Mar team on a yellow-and-black school bus for two solid hours
while it shuddered and skidded along the icy rural roadways from Marion to Dubuque, and has
done it because he desperately wants the moment that now eludes him. He wants to get out
there and beat somebody to death. He wants to wrestle. He needs it. There’s no sense in
pretending anything else.This quest is impossible without getting in his work, and that’s the
thing. Jay cannot become a four-time state champion unless he is in the best shape of his life
when the time comes to go for it, and now, in January of 2005, that time is barely a month away
and Jay cannot get a freaking match. Opponents run from him, even when they’re on the mat.
Coaches try to wrestle around him. They all know about Jay Borschel. They’d sooner forfeit the
weight category than waste one of their decent wrestlers in a match they figure Jay will win
easily. And so they run.From his place in the bleachers above the gymnasium floor, Jay’s father,
Jim, sees the forfeit signal and suddenly has had all he can take. “Oh, come ON, coach!” he
bellows over the heads of the other Linn-Mar parents and fans, his foghorn voice easily carrying
the distance across to the Hempstead High coach, Chuck Hass. Hass never moves, never
glances up; he keeps his gaze fixed upon the mat itself. He knows what he’s doing.Hass has just
finished ducking Jay by moving away from him a good 171-pound wrestler, a boy named Dan
Chmelar, who is ranked among the top ten in the state in Class 3A. But 171 is Jay Borschel’s
weight, or at least his current weight; in the past, Jay has won state titles at 103, 125 and 152



pounds. Jay already defeated Chmelar once this season, and it wasn’t close. Sending Chmelar
out there again would have been, for Hass, a points sacrifice straight down the line. The smart
move was to skip Jay, concede the forfeit at 171, and save Chmelar for a better matchup, even
though it would mean asking him to wrestle at a heavier weight.And that’s exactly what Hass has
just done. As soon as Linn-Mar coach Doug Streicher made his move to send Jay to the mat, the
avoidance plan went into effect. From the Hempstead side came no activity, no one rising from
his chair or loosening up or pulling off his sweats. After checking in at the officials’ table, Jay had
walked out to center mat, popped from side to side on the balls of his toes and cranked his head
from shoulder to shoulder, waiting for the opponent who was not coming. After a few seconds,
Jay had seen that his pre-match suspicions were realized—that he would stand alone. After a
few more seconds of inactivity from Hempstead, the referee had raised Jay’s hand to signal the
forfeit.After the match, Chuck Hass says that as soon as he won the coin flip that forced
Streicher to send out his wrestler first, he knew he wasn’t going to be letting any of his kids face
Jay. “Everybody knows Jay’s the hammer,” Hass says. “He’s going to beat whoever you send out
there—and we’ve got a good kid at that weight. I’d rather take my chances that Dan can get me
points at 189 than just give them away against Jay.“I know it frustrates Jay,” the coach says.
“We’ve got a kid at 119 pounds who goes through the same thing. In fact, I think Linn-Mar
forfeited to him last year. It’s just a part of the game.”And it is the right move for Hass’s team.
Chmelar shifts to 189 pounds, since wrestlers are allowed to move up in weight classes without
penalty, and he wins a decision over the Linn-Mar wrestler there. Hempstead’s usual 189-
pounder, Justin Whitty, subsequently goes up to 215 pounds and wins a major decision. Those
two victories are worth a combined 7 points for Hempstead, and the Mustangs ultimately win by
4, 31 to 27. Linn-Mar, meanwhile, gets the same number of points (6) at Jay’s weight for the
forfeit as it would have received for a pin, but is denied the emotional lift that comes with seeing
Jay manhandle someone from the other team. The Lions get the forfeit, but not the blood.And
Jay? He gets no closer. No closer to the dream at all.“That’s awful!” Jim Borschel thunders,
turning away from the mat in disgust. Jay’s mother, Carol, who isn’t apt to sit still under the best
of circumstances, is unable to contain herself any longer; she pops up from the bleachers, trots
up the steps in her Linn-Mar-red sweat suit, and begins pacing the concourse above the sunken
courts and mat area. She appears to have as much pent-up energy as her wrestler son. “I just
can’t believe that,” she says repeatedly. “That makes me so mad. How can you not let two Top 10
wrestlers face each other?”“You can’t hide him at State!” Jim yells to the Hempstead coach, but
it doesn’t matter now. Both Jim Borschel and Chuck Hass know the deal. Both wrestled in high
school. By the end of the evening, in fact, both men will have acknowledged that there aren’t
really any hard feelings, at least not between them. Jay is too good. It’s a standing
issue.Slamming through a set of double doors, walking down a hallway that leads to the
Hempstead High workout room, Jay feels the blood pounding in his temples, the pre-match
adrenaline still coursing through his system. He will have to lift weights and ride the stationary
bike and run the halls until he begins to feel his body coming down to earth again. It could take a



while.“God, I hate when they do that,” Jay says. His blue eyes go flinty for a few seconds. “I came
to wrestle. I mean, that’s why I’m here.”He looks off down the hallway for a moment. “I hate it,” he
says again, almost to himself this time. “But it happens.”Lately, it happens with regularity. These
episodes are becoming familiar to Jay; they infuriate him even as he recognizes the truth: He
thrives on exactly this kind of angry energy. It is the essential contradiction of Jay Borschel that
he wants to be respected for the champion he is—by everyone, everywhere—and yet he feeds
on the notion that such respect won’t quite come his way, or that, if it does, it will be in an
unpalatable form like this. It is, in the end, what drives him. He’s better when he thinks the people
out there want to see him fail.“That’s just the way it is,” Jay says later, calmer now, looking out
over the emptying Hempstead gymnasium after his team’s defeat. He sounds more definitive
than the situation really is. On the one hand, Iowans may really want to love Jay, to see him crush
the odds and become an immortal—to do this sacred thing and join the giants. On the other,
hardly anybody in the state feels like actually getting on the same mat with him. Go figure.“Man,”
Jay says, “I was ready to go tonight.” He shrugs, picks up his bag and heads for the school bus. It
is mid-January, barely a month before everything is supposed to happen at the State
Tournament, the center of the wrestling world for those four days in February. Barely a month
away, and this is Jay: all geeked up and nowhere to go.By the next day, you’re hard-pressed by
Jay’s demeanor to believe that anything seismic has occurred the evening before. He is back in
control, back in wrestler mode. He will not go on railing against his inability to get some
competition, because wrestlers do not complain in such a way. Wrestlers, Jay says, believe in
action, not words.“Just have to keep doing it on the mat,” he says, “and let the rest take care of
itself.”And it would be tempting to accept that, that Jay is all about the action. It is only the note
that seems to suggest otherwise.The note is hardly hidden; in some ways, it appears that Jay
wants it seen. It is taped against the wall of Jay’s little bedroom at the end of the hallway, in the
house on Larick Court in the subdivision in Marion, just north of Cedar Rapids in the eastern part
of the state. The note, placed a few feet from a Dave Matthews poster and near a light switch
over which a piece of paper with the words 4-TIME STATE CHAMPION has been affixed, is
blotting out a significant part of an elaborately hand-lettered and framed bracket. The bracket
illustrates a time, two years before, when Jay won it all. The note says he won’t win it again.Well,
it doesn’t say that, exactly. What it says is that Jay Borschel is about to get his ass kicked by a
better man, en route to getting his ass kicked all season.Well, it doesn’t even say that, really. If
you read the post, it’s actually fairly respectful, considering it is something offered by some
anonymous writer, which Jay yanked off an Iowa high school wrestling message board on the
Internet. It suggests that Jay may have trouble against a particular wrestler in an upcoming
match and, beyond that, he may find that moving up so many weight classes each year—as he
has done regularly since winning a state title as a skinny 103-pound freshman—can present its
own unique set of challenges.The note reads, in part: “It just might be a little different when he’s
wrestling with the big boys. Which is the whole idea I think. He WILL be pushed at 171.”It is a
reasonable enough sentiment. For that matter, the note-writer goes on to say that he expects Jay



to become a state champion yet again, this time in historic four-title fashion. But it is enough for
Jay. It is everything he needs to hear.The opponent mentioned in the note is a great wrestler and
a friend of Jay’s, a senior from Lisbon named Ryan Morningstar. Ryan has a chance to become
a three-time champion if he can win state in February in Des Moines. His dad is one of Iowa’s
gods, a four-timer. The thought of Morningstar and Borschel, these two defending state
champions, going after each other in a sanctioned high school match is enough to get any real
Iowa wrestling fan to talking. God, it would be a titanic thing. And Jay knows how much people
would love to see Morningstar knock his block off.All in all, it sets up as a fantastic match. One
hitch: It will never actually happen.Jay and Ryan have met once in their high school careers,
during their junior seasons, in a match won by Jay that was about as close as a competition can
be. They won’t meet again. They now wrestle two full weight classes and 19 pounds apart, and
while Jay’s Linn-Mar team wrestles in Iowa’s 3A high school division, Ryan’s Lisbon team is a 1A
school, in the same classification as Jay’s friend Dan LeClere’s North-Linn team out in the
country. Although Ryan, the lighter of the two, had at one point mentioned the possibility of
meeting Jay at an early-season tournament, he never came close to gaining enough weight to
do it. As great as the match might have been, Ryan was—like Jay—already focused on his
larger goals for the season, namely, winning the big one at the Barn.So the note on Jay’s wall is
old and inaccurate, which has nothing to do with the issue of whether Jay will ever remove it. He
has taped it there with a sign above it, which he printed out, a sign that blares the words NO
RESPECT in huge capital letters. What matters to Jay is not whether the note is relevant, but
that the note conveys doubt. It is the doubt upon which he feeds, exactly the disrespect he
requires to get his emotional engine warmed. He has lost once in his high school career, and still
they doubt. State champion three times over, and they doubt. He’s the closest to a sure thing in
the history of the state in wrestling. People are lining up not to wrestle against him. They forfeit in
droves, send jayvee kids out there to take one for the team—and still somebody doubts. And so
the thing stays up there on the wall for as long as need be, doing its job. It might even do better if
Jay had the slightest idea who wrote it.“I don’t know, some guy,” Jay says when I ask about the
note. “Just some guy.”Jay looks at the words again, shakes his head dismissively. “He’s got it all
figured out, doesn’t he?” he says.Oh, man. It’s just so perfect.Carol Borschel is setting out steak
and shrimp, and Jay is prepared to eat all of it as many times as he can fill his plate. After years
of starving himself, he has achieved a sort of wrestler’s nirvana: He can eat what he wants, more
or less, and still maintain his lean, strong 171-pound weight with relative ease. For a wrestler at
any competitive level, that is a rare condition, and inherently a temporary one. Jay has no
illusions about what awaits him during his college years. It won’t be pretty. For now, this will do
fine.Along one windowsill in the kitchen lie the bottles of supplements that make up Jay’s daily
regimen. There is a standard multivitamin, and ginkgo biloba, and Siberian ginseng root, and the
muscle-enhancer Creatine, and a raft of Advocare products: POS 1 and POS 5, something
called Catalyst that combines glutamine, leucine, isoleusine and valine, and Advocare
Performance Gold, to be used only on competition days.“All mine,” Jay says. “They think it makes



me better.”“They” would be mostly Jim. And Jim, really, is advocating nothing unusual for an elite
athlete. Though Jay’s regimen of pills and powders is impressive, it is hardly unique; the closest
he comes to anything controversial is Creatine, a product often mentioned as part of the routines
of some of America’s most prominent athletes, many of whom ( Barry Bonds, Mark McGwire,
Jason Giambi) have gone on to become associated with or implicated in steroid scandals.
Creatine itself is an amino acid produced naturally in the kidneys, pancreas and liver, and a
supply of it in one’s body can aid in high-intensity workouts by allowing extra energy to be stored.
The long-term effects are yet unknown, but the product is legal and has become a staple in high
school locker rooms and workout facilities.Beyond all that, though, the enjoyment for Jay lies in
the consumption of actual food. And the accompanying dinnertime entertainment on this
evening takes the form of an ongoing teasing of Carol, who is attempting to tell a story.“I
remember the weekend in Waterloo…” Carol says.“That wasn’t Waterloo,” Jay immediately
interjects. “That was somewhere else.”“Are you sure?” Carol asks. “I thought it was
Waterloo.”“Mom, it wasn’t,” says Jay’s sister, Hannah.“Anyway, Jay and Mitch were running
around in between matches—”“Mitch wasn’t there,” Jay says.“That weekend?”“No.”“He was
there,” says Carol. “I know he was there.”“You’re thinking of a different tournament,” Jay says.
“Mitch wasn’t there. You can’t remember the weekend?”Across the table, Jim eats his steak and
smiles to himself. The dinnertime give-and-take suggests to him that his family is functioning
normally, and after all the winters when Jay was either viciously cutting weight or just generally in
crabby-wrestler mode, Jim can live with the goofing on Carol. Carol can live with it, too. She
waits patiently for her children to stop interrupting her, throws a look of classic motherly
exasperation toward Jay’s sympathetic girlfriend, Jillian, then continues with her story about a
tournament at which Jay had overheard some people doubting his ability to win. Inspired by their
skepticism, he pinned his way through the ensuing weekend.“They don’t understand,” Carol
says, a finality in her tone. “That kind of stuff just fires him up.”Sitting one chair away from her,
finished for the time being, Jay appears unfazed by having his mother speak of him as if he
weren’t in the room. He stares off into the darkened backyard, waiting for Carol to finish. This,
too, is not new: The Borschel family has made it through a few waves of interviews over the past
couple of years, as Jay’s victories piled up and local writers began coming around to learn more
about him. By now, Carol knows to come prepared. She carefully brings out three large, red-
jacketed photo albums, one for each of Jay’s first three state-championship seasons. Tucked
inside are stories, photos and memorabilia from those years, many of the articles bearing the
bylines of the two writers from the Cedar Rapids Gazette, K. J. Pilcher and J. R. Ogden, who
have most closely followed Jay’s progress since he came to Linn-Mar High. The albums draw
the arc of Jay’s wrestling existence to this point, from his lone loss in high school (in ninth grade,
to his friend Joey Slaton) to his current status as a three-time winner. Included is Pilcher’s
account of Jay’s riveting 4–3 victory over Morningstar in January of 2004, a meeting of then-
unbeaten defending state champions, which Pilcher described as “arguably the most anticipated
prep wrestling match in years.”As Carol presents the albums, Jay retreats to a couch on the



other side of the family room, as if to create some distance between himself and his past.“That’s
kind of Mom’s thing,” he says. “I don’t look back too much.”Not at the victories, anyway. Jay’s past
success doesn’t resonate with him in the way that the public questions about his future do. There
is a reason that the old championship bracket on the wall of his room is partially obscured by the
message-board post. He’s just better at processing the doubt than the praise.“And that’s funny,”
Jim says, “because the one bone of contention between us is that Jay thinks I’ve never been
able to give him full credit for how good he is. Maybe he’s right.”Or maybe he just needs the
friction.As he comes out of the locker area the next afternoon and heads for the practice mats in
the Linn-Mar wrestling room, Jay could be just about anybody. He doesn’t look like a champion,
at least not in terms of carriage. He seriously lacks a strut; he almost slouches his way to the
mat. He isn’t the most chiseled guy in the room—solid-looking, certainly, but not as muscle-
bound or obviously defined as some of his teammates. Through his headgear, his deep-blue
eyes make him look soulful, not menacing. Rather than chatting up his teammates, he sits
quietly among them on top of the rolled-up mats that rest against the far wall of the room. He is
no more or less riveted by Doug Streicher’s pre-workout speech than anybody else, and as the
minutes pass, he grows restless and bored. As Streicher issues instructions, Jay amuses
himself by tucking up his shorts so that they resemble an adult-sized diaper.“He does that
sometimes,” Jim says drolly, gazing across the mats at his son. Jim has stopped by after work to
watch a little of the practice. “Jay walking into a wrestling room does not instantly command the
respect of others.”But as soon as Streicher needs a wrestler to help him demonstrate the
takedown move he wants to teach, he motions to Jay, and Jay bolts off his perch and rushes
onto the mat. Suddenly he’s alive, in motion. He runs to get into position to be driven to the
surface by Streicher as he illustrates the move, and as soon as the coach does so, Jay bounces
back up, ready to go again. After a few tries, Streicher lets Jay take the offensive, and the
pleasure is evident on the senior’s face as he tries to force his stockier, heavier coach to the mat
while Streicher explains to the Linn-Mar team how to defend the move.Again and again the two
go at it, always in control but with gradually increasing energy between them. Streicher suited up
for Dan Gable at Iowa, and he wrestles mercilessly, because that’s what Gable taught—that only
the merciless can succeed on the mat. Jay has no problem with that. Among the Linn-Mar
coaches, he has always been known as an exceptionally hard worker; he puts in his time in the
weight room and does his running, and for three years he has managed his weight with no
issues. But those are the mechanical aspects of wrestling, achievable by anyone with either a
carrot in front of him or a stick behind. It is only on the mat itself that Jay’s wrestling character is
truly displayed.During this practice, Jay is repeatedly thrown in against the assistant coaches on
the Linn-Mar staff, who wrestle him in alternating turns of a few minutes at a time. It’s a
necessity; Streicher says there is no one on the roster capable of wrestling Jay at his required
level of intensity for any length of time. The competition is fair; Streicher has insisted upon hiring
only assistants who wrestled in college. It comes in handy here, with Jason Haag and CJ
McDonald and Kevin McCauley all trading off against Jay, CJ and Kevin with a huge weight



advantage and Haag with his wealth of experience and trickery. Jay allows a brief smile each
time a new coach comes on to face him, but when the whistle blows to begin the one-on-ones,
he begins scrapping fiercely. Several times during the hour of almost nonstop work, Jay and the
coaches go tumbling out of their designated area on the mats, cutting out teammates’ legs from
underneath them. But Jay won’t give it up, and he won’t come off for a break. Longtime Iowa
wrestling fans would find that scenario familiar: It is, the legend goes, how Gable used to get
ready for his matches, by basically wrestling everyone in the room until there was no one left to
go against him. Jay isn’t in Gable’s league, of course. No one is. On the other hand, Dan Gable
never had a chance to win four straight high school championships.When the practice finally
ends, Jay quickly dresses and comes out to see his father, and there are no hellos exchanged.
Instead, it is as though the two have resumed a conversation they were just having a minute
before.“So how much money have you got?” Jay says.“Sure, now I’m the bank,” Jim jokes, but he
is already reaching into his wallet. Jim pulls out a $10 bill and hands it to Jay, who takes it
between his thumb and forefinger and walks away, holding his new money in the air as though it
were an artifact.“He’s already thinking about food,” Jim says. “You’ll want to make a note of that.
It’ll come up fairly often.”CHAPTER 2Merely Really GoodThey didn’t grow up together; it only
seems that way sometimes. Jay Borschel is, at heart, a city kid; he has grown up either in
university towns or the suburbs of Cedar Rapids, where his parents settled when he was four.
Dan LeClere, though he knows his way around the city, has spent his life to this point largely on
the farm, on land that has been held in the LeClere family name for a century. Jay goes to the big
high school in Marion. Dan will graduate from North-Linn High School with a senior class of fifty.
They are separated by perhaps a twenty-minute drive, but radically different lives; put the two in
a room together and, other than wrestling, you wonder what they’d even have to talk about.But
there is wrestling, of course. There always was. And it is what draws them together, now as it has
drawn them for years. It brings them together now because of what they are after, because going
for four state titles, as each of them is, is such a profoundly lonely thing to do. They both could
succeed; they certainly both could fail. And that success or that failure will be played out in front
of a state’s worth of people who know their sport almost as well as they do, and who don’t mind
passing immediate judgment upon it. It is a pressure none but the two of them will feel, and that’s
the part about being brothers.“Put it this way,” Dan says. “It’s a lot better going through something
like this with someone you feel like you’ve known your whole life.”Only Jay and Dan can
understand. This is no ordinary quest. One cannot be an ordinary person and attempt it.There
are many ways by which to measure oneself as successful in Iowa, but only a couple by which to
be loved. In the eighty-plus-year existence of the Iowa State High School Wrestling Tournament,
easily the largest event of its kind in the United States, there had by the winter of 2005 been
exactly fourteen people who, through a combination of determined will, outrageous fortune and
the ability to go for years without enjoying an anxiety-free meal, somehow found themselves in
the possession of four individual state championships—four titles, all to themselves. Only once
during that eight-decade span had two wrestlers achieved “four-time” status in the same



year.Consider the odds; they’re astounding even by athletic standards. In the late fall of each
year, somewhere north of 8,600 wrestlers begin the journey that will take them around the state
and right on through hell, an extended stay replete with wind sprints and projectile vomiting and
blood and contortionist acts and stinging, salty sweat. By February, 632 of these wrestlers will
have earned the most sought-after placement in Iowa, a spot in the four-day State Tournament.
In the end, the tournament will produce a winner in each of the sport’s fourteen weight-class
winners, and it will do so in each of Iowa’s three high school wrestling classifications, Class 1A,
2A and 3A. That makes for a total of forty-two state champs, or roughly .005 percent of those
who began the season.That is the math behind doing the unimaginable, taking your school and
the town or the rural communities that surround it on a wild, emotional ride, and winning it all—
one time. Now factor in the truth of the adolescent body, which is that no matter what you do
(and wrestlers have pretty much tried everything), it more or less refuses to stop growing and
changing shape. Factor injuries and luck. Factor the potential of everything else going right, only
to result in an inexplicably terrible draw at State—getting an enormously difficult first- or second-
round match, for example, because of the tournament’s history of not seeding the wrestlers in
any sort of pecking order.Factor nerves and slippage. Factor, let us say, a severe weeklong case
of bronchitis that robs a superior athlete of one of his greatest advantages, his conditioning, and
returns him to the land of the merely mortal at precisely the worst time. ( We’ll get to that.) Factor
the sport’s enduring truism, which is that even the great ones are usually one false step removed
from being put on their backs by some kid they’ve never heard of.And most of all, understand the
stakes, because to become a wrestling champion in Iowa is to be changed. The history of the
State Tournament is rich in stories of kids who brought to communities the only glory they’ve
ever experienced. They still play football in Iowa, sure, and it matters intensely. They play
basketball, and the basketball players generally still get the good school bus on game nights.
But on the larger scale, there are only two things for which Iowa is internationally known: (1) It
produces corn; and (2) It produces wrestlers. Everybody there understands the difference
between a good wrestler and a champion, and everybody—just everybody—understands the
difference between a champion and a four-timer.A champion rattles a community. A four-timer
shakes a state.Jay understands that, and he understood it on that night two years ago, when he
abruptly jerked up his head in the middle of his sophomore state-championship match in order
to take in the full roar from the crowd inside creaky old Veterans Memorial Auditorium, the place
known as the Barn, in downtown Des Moines. It was applause aimed not at Jay but at a senior
named Mack Reiter, who on an adjacent mat was putting the finishing touches on his own victory
—his fourth title in four years. It was just so huge, that moment. Reiter was joining the ranks of
people whose names wind up in the annual program. They would talk about him forever, maybe.
And Jay soaked in that moment, the one that belonged to the other guy. He let the atmosphere
fill him up for perhaps a two-count; and then he remembered why he was there on the wrestling
mat in the first place, trying to win his second title. But before he did, he said to himself, “That’s
me in two years.” Only to himself did Jay say it. Only inside himself did he carry it. No one else



needed to hear. No one else needed to know. No one, when you get right down to it, could do a
thing about it, anyway.And when the moment came, it would arrive with company, with Dan
LeClere, in some ways the kid Jay really did grow up with. The two had shared wrestling rooms
and road trips for years, summers on end, as part of the youth wrestling fanaticism in the state.
They had known for years that they were different, a little special. Dan was more pronouncedly
so, the son of a wrestling coach; it was a given, knowing Dan’s father, Doug LeClere, that Daniel
would be brought into the sport and kept there, even if no one realized back then how much he
might achieve.It would never occur to Dan that he might find himself, at the moment of
approaching that kind of greatness, in a position to suddenly lose it all. It would never occur to
him to think that way, because there’s no future in it, and that makes it impractical, and wrestling,
like farming, is just not the sort of thing one can do and be impractical at the same time. And it
would certainly never occur to Dan that his path might carry a personal cost beyond the
physical, beyond exhaustion and mere pain. He would never see the dark side coming. Only
gradually would it become apparent that Dan had other opponents to deal with before he could
try to become the wrestler that he and Doug wanted him to be.Jay and Dan have known each
other since elementary school, began wrestling at about the same time they got any good at
walking. They are the ones who grew up in the shadow of the Iowa Hawkeyes program,
becoming Little Hawks themselves, dreaming of their futures with Gable in Iowa City. They are
the ones who gradually shunned other sports, casting them off one by one, year by year,
advancing upon this singular pursuit. They will join with six or eight other athletes from the
eastern part of the state to form arguably the greatest senior class in the annals of wrestling in
Iowa. But without that fourth title, Jay and Dan will join a long list of people who won a bunch but
didn’t really get it all—respected wrestlers, who had periodic bouts of excellence without quite
ascending to heaven. Merely really good, is all.By essentially winning everything in sight for as
long as anyone has been taking notice, Jay and Dan have made it clear what the expectations
should be of their talent. You don’t leave your talent lying around in a sport like wrestling. You
tend it.They will tend their talent, then, because nobody else can. They will ultimately do it on
their own, because the sport is wrestling, and the thing about wrestling that makes it so perfect
is the fact of there being no easy way to approach it.You want to become an immortal? Listen,
everybody does. It’s the part about actually getting there that makes this such an Iowa
tale.CHAPTER 3The Family BusinessIn the dead nighttime quiet of the farmhouse out in the
open land beyond tiny Coggon, Dan pulls a blanket around him as he curls in tight against one
corner of the couch in the TV room, and you are reminded what a compact person he is. He
wrestles at 140 pounds as a senior, and he wrestled at 119 pounds as a freshman. He has been
the same size throughout high school, basically. He long ago mastered the art of maintaining his
optimal weight. He knows the difference between a pound of meat and a pound of chips, put it
that way. On this night, he makes do with a small bowl of chili and, for a treat, a miniature
Tupperware cup of Froot Loops. It’s a cup you might normally see used to keep Cheerios on
hand for a toddler—enough for a taste but not really an experience.Doug LeClere sweeps into



the house through the back door, having made his rounds on the farm and changed the cattle’s
water, testing to be sure it wasn’t frozen solid. Although “farmer” is just one of at least four jobs
Doug carries, it is easily the one with the most insistent and immediate demands. As he puts it,
“It’s not the kind of thing you can ignore for very long at a time.”Inside the house, Mary LeClere,
Dan’s mother, having cleared the table and washed the dishes, pads off quietly to another room,
carrying a little dessert with her. Mary long ago learned that if she wanted to enjoy something
sweet, she needed to do it out of the sight of her wrestler children.As Dan and his younger
brothers, Nick and Chris, lounge on the couch, putting off homework, Doug reaches for a tape
and pops it into the VCR. He is looking for some old video of Dan to show, something from when
he was a mite wrestling in little-kid competitions, but what appears on the screen instead is
relatively new footage, taken within a year or so—and it is not of one of the LeClere boys. It’s the
dad.“Where’d that come from?” Doug asks, but it’s clear he is not bothered. He is seldom
embarrassed by anything, least of all something to do with wrestling, even if it’s a video of a 40-
something adult scrapping around in a weekend all-comers competition. Wrestling is Doug’s
identity, more so than farming. Wrestling is his family’s calling card. He was good enough at it in
high school to earn a ticket to State, and when you’re a true wrestler, the season never ends. At
least that’s what the tape suggests.As Doug describes the location and the opponent, Dan
slowly takes notice. At first he appears bemused, maybe even slightly annoyed, that his dad has
dragged out one of his own matches; but as the moments pass, Dan’s eyes never leave the
television screen. At one point, he shifts slightly forward on the couch, looking intently at the
images until he sees Doug’s opponent stumble briefly on the mat, appearing to lose his
footwork.“There,” he says. “That’s where you had him. See his balance shift?”“Yeah,” Doug
agrees. “I didn’t get him then, though.”“It’s OK,” Dan says. “Here comes your other chance.”Sure
enough, a few seconds later Doug’s opponent wavers again on his feet, and this time Doug gets
the takedown and scores the points that eventually stand up for his victory. Dan saw it coming
because, clearly, he has seen this video dozens of times already, on dozens of nights, after
dozens of workouts, in advance of dozens of matches. But all the fun’s in seeing the thing as if
for the first time.“He wasn’t bad,” Dan says of his father from the couch, a little smile playing
across his face. He could mean the match he has just seen, or he could mean Doug’s high
school career in general. Dan doesn’t completely mind the fact that his father’s wrestling life
came before his. Doug set the bar, was part of the first real group of North-Linn wrestlers to bring
an identity to the school in the sport. He did good things. Dan is pretty sure he can go them one
better.At the North-Linn gymnasium the next evening, Dan is doing the work before the work.
Someone has to get the place ready to host an invitational tournament on the weekend, and Dan
and his teammates are the ones. They spend an hour or so rolling out the large wrestling mats,
taping their edges together and then down against the floor to prevent them from peeling up
during competition. The junior varsity kids, the ones with no real standing in the program yet,
draw the duty of disinfecting the mats with ammonia spray and swabbing them with towel-
wrapped push brooms.When the other wrestlers aren’t sure where something should go, they



ask Dan. He ought to know: This is his backyard. He is familiar with pretty much every inch of the
North-Linn gym, because he has either run, wrestled on or cleaned all of it a hundred times over.
On this night, he works easily, quietly. “It’s a little like home,” he says.Funny, then, that in so many
ways Dan—only his coach, Brad Bridgewater, gets away with calling him Danny—already has
prepared to leave. From up there in the empty bleachers, with a few wrestling-team members
still down on the floor scooting chairs and scorers’ tables into place, it is clear that a part of Dan
has moved on, that some of him has gone ahead to college already. “I think it’s easier for me this
way,” he says. “I know I still have something to go on to. This isn’t the end of the road for me. In a
lot of ways, I’m just getting started.”And it is more complicated than that, of course. Dan may feel
(or presume) that his wrestling career is only beginning, but there is no question that what he is
attempting to accomplish at North-Linn—for North-Linn—is historic. He already is the first
student at the school ever to receive an athletic scholarship to a Division I university. Now he is
attempting to cement the area’s reputation as an Iowa sports success: North-Linn, the place that
produced a four-timer.It is no mystery to Dan, not any of it. “I grew up in the wrestling room,” he
says. “I’ve basically been a wrestler my whole life. I’m not really that good at other sports. I’m
pretty terrible at ball sports—I get teased about that pretty good. Wrestling comes easier, I
guess.”What it comes from is family—from Doug, the first prominent LeClere wrestler, and from
Dan’s older brother Michael, the first of Doug’s children to attempt to take the torch and run with
it. No one in the family disputes that Michael eventually blew up, but before that, he logged solid
years in the pipeline, coming through the kid programs and the junior-circuit tournaments and
long weekends of wrestling. Now Dan has traversed much the same path, with the added benefit
of seeing where Mike went wrong and what Dan needed to do to fix that, and he patched things
up as he went, and here he sits, the best wrestler anyone has ever seen at North-Linn. He is the
hope.Dan sees that, sees it in the looks of the wrestling parents and fans when they wish him
luck, sees that those people aren’t just rooting for him but for the program. They’re rooting for the
town. As Mike Hageman, a longtime supporter of the program, puts it, “Dan’s the face of the
program. Who wouldn’t be excited about that? It says the best things you could say about North-
Linn.”“I know they want me to do good,” Dan says. “I want to finish strong. But I can’t think about it
that way. It’s better for me to think about this just being the start of things. I think there’s better
days ahead for me.”He needs all of thirty seconds to record the pin, and probably the first twelve
of these are the traditional staging and dancing around, looking for an opening. The rest is fury
and certainty, a story that has already been written. In other words, this is exactly how Dan
expected things to go.The kid on the other side of the mat inside the North-Linn High School
gymnasium has heard of him, but by now, in mid-January, that is more or less a given. Probably
75 percent of the people Dan wrestles anymore are beaten before they step into the gym; it’s an
emotional surrender to the bearing of a three-time champ, nothing less. This particular opponent
isn’t prone to such surrender. He’s a tough kid from the town of Cascade, and though he knows
whom he is facing, the boy is ready to wrestle. He thinks aggressively during the short match; he
does most everything right; he looks like he wants to attack. It isn’t hard to imagine that he is on



his way to some real success in this sport. It just won’t come this evening. Or, to put it another
way, he’s not Dan.Sitting in a little folding chair set out at one corner of the wrestling mat, Brad
Bridgewater looks on expectantly, not anxiously. Bridgewater knows that Dan will arrive ready to
wrestle, that it would take an act of God to knock him off his feet. He knows that Dan would
barely come out of his position on the mat if the building were on fire. He knows that Dan is
almost impervious to either pressure or pain, or at least that he appears that way during a match.
Bridgewater has the right horse in this race. He’s got the boy who, with no more apparent athletic
ability than anybody else in the room, has worked himself to a level of performance—and
expectation—that most of his contemporaries will never know.Walking onto the mat, Dan feels
the comfort of the gymnasium around him, the place where he has wrestled every one of his
home matches. His folks are there, with his mom in the stands and his dad down on the gym
floor as Bridgewater’s assistant. His younger brothers are there. Bridgewater is the same coach
he has always had. The families of his teammates are there. The LeClere farm is maybe a ten-
minute drive from here in Dan’s 1994 Trans-Am, the car he won’t give up no matter how often
people tease him about getting a new one. Dan’s girlfriend, Leah, whom he has been dating
since ninth grade, is there in the stands, too. He is a person who sticks with what works.Dan has
won so many times under these familiar lights and before these same faces that it would be
difficult to conjure the thought of any outcome other than victory. In particular, on an evening like
this, against good but inferior competition, a pin is what is supposed to happen. As often as not,
it does.Dan and his opponent would appear at a glance to be evenly matched. Both are
chiseled. Both have low centers of gravity, making them harder to move around on the mat. Both
weigh somewhere between 140 and 145 pounds, depending upon who ate the most recent bite
of food. Both look totally capable. There is almost no such thing, after all, as a middle-weight
varsity wrestler who looks like he’s about to get manhandled—that is, unless you know
something about the person on the other side of the mat.As the referee blows his whistle to
signal the beginning of the match, Dan and the Cascade wrestler move warily, in starts and
stops, a step toward each other and then one back away, in search of a place on each others’
bodies that may suddenly make itself vulnerable to attack. In the stands, the North-Linn parents
and fans watch at something approaching a low hum, with almost modest interest. Their years
spent in the sport have led them to a clear understanding of when to get excited over something
in a match, and this is not the time. The time, traditionally, comes a few seconds after Dan
makes his first move.When he does finally initiate that strike, the first jolt of realization is that Dan
is working with a set of skills entirely different from his opponent’s. It’s the quickness you notice
first—funny, since Dan is not generally regarded as the fastest person in a room of wrestlers.
Still, he uncoils like a snake. In one instant he is standing, hunched over, in a wrestler’s crouch,
looking for an opening like every other opponent who ever started out a match. An eyeblink later,
Dan has dived to the mat, grabbed one of his opponent’s ankles, sprung back to his feet and
lifted his boy’s leg into the air. A quick cheer goes up from the North-Linn stands, a cheer of
recognition as much as anything else. This, from Dan, the North-Linn fans have seen before. The



Cascade wrestler is going down. The rest is just marking time.With the gymnasium lights
dimmed and a single spotlight trained, theater-style, down upon the wrestling mat, Dan goes to
work, quietly enforcing pain and selecting an angle of attack. The years of experience flow
through him. He blocks every other thought from his mind, becoming in the moment an object of
almost pure focus. That first move feels comfortable and familiar to him—an “outside single” in
the vernacular, meaning Dan goes to the outside of his opponent to grab the ankle and is
already moving halfway behind the Cascade boy before he knows what is happening. Now, in
his vision of the match, Dan sees what comes next. He knows precisely what it feels like to take
someone’s leg and use it as a weapon against him, lifting up and then ramming down on the
limb, burying his shoulder into his opponent’s hip to drive the boy down to the mat. In the relative
calm of the gym, Dan works almost expressionlessly. The Cascade wrestler, writhing and flailing,
only thinks he is going to find a way out of this. Dan already is working through the sequence of
the pin in his mind, clicking visually from one move to the next reaction, then to the following
move, and then beyond. It is chess with body parts.“Turn him now, Danny,” Bridgewater says
from his chair, but his voice remains even, not rising to the kind of full-throated shout he reserves
for other members of his North-Linn team. A few feet away, Doug frets as he normally does, but
Dan’s father says nothing. Both men know that vocal instruction is only marginally necessary
where Dan is concerned. Dan is on it.When the Cascade wrestler tries to jerk his leg away from
Dan’s grip, he unwittingly provides the opening Dan had foreseen. The boy’s attempt to pull his
own limb free has caused his body to lurch a little to the right as he lies, stomach to the mat, on
the wrestling surface. Dan allows that momentum to gather and then adds to it, slamming his
head into the boy’s left side while taking the wrestler’s left arm and wrenching it behind the boy’s
back. It’s a simple enough levering maneuver, devastatingly effective when it is done well. The
combination sends the Cascade wrestler into spasms of hurt, and even as he tries to resist
being turned over onto his back, he is already close to being done. His choices, essentially, are
to roll over or risk something cracking or tearing in that arm.And Dan knows it. He has used
moves like this ten thousand times. They worked for him as a kindergarten-age wrestler, and
they work just as well now. The basics of the sport never change, never, and in this case, it is but
a matter of seconds before Dan’s opponent has to yield. Wrestling is substantially about
managing pain, but it is also about torque, body mechanics. There are only so many ways a
human arm can move. “Now,” Dan says to himself, with one more fierce wrenching of his
opponent’s arm. The Cascade boy is on his back in another flash and then pinned almost as
quickly as he gets there. Dan uses the power in his arms and shoulders and torso, the
accumulated strength of seventeen summers on the farm and in the wrestling room, to prevent
the boy from rolling further. The Cascade wrestler goes from his stomach to his back and then
gets locked there, as Dan covers him with his own body. The match referee immediately throws
his own body down onto the mat near the wrestlers, in order to verify for himself that the
Cascade boy’s shoulders are being forced into contact with the foam rubber, even as he arches
his back in desperation, trying to somehow wriggle himself free. Two seconds later, the ref slaps



an open palm against the mat. It is a pin.In the stands, Mike Hageman applauds and hoots,
validated in his judgment of how the match would go. “Sometimes he makes it look so easy,”
Hageman says with a broad smile, and then he shouts out to Dan, “Nice work!” But Dan scarcely
hears him. He has successfully created a distance between himself and those around him, not
just in wrestling but in his life, and it is this distance that allows him to take in the moment of a
victory without getting bogged down in the details. They can clap for him, but they can’t get close
to him. It is Dan’s secret for wrestling and staying sane at the same time.For Dan, this victory is a
training session, laying a foundation for what is yet to be built. Dan is immersed in the future, in
trying to gain bigger victories. It is what he works for—not the cheer, but that flash of an instant in
which it suddenly becomes clear that he has planned it all perfectly, that his vision will be made
real almost to the last detail. He will have won in exactly the ways he saw himself winning, and
even if it is difficult to take any real joy in a thing so expected, the satisfaction is enough. It is
worth the sweat and the hunger and the sleeplessness, the time spent in that little box of a
training room, the brutal place where Dan’s championship ideal is honed to its sharpest edge. It
is, all of it, including the vision and the expectation and the victory, the path itself.CHAPTER
4Stick with What WorksThe wrestling room at North-Linn High School measures 26 by 46 feet,
or about the size of an extra-large garage, which figures, seeing as how it used to be the school
shop. There is a garage door at the far end, mounted on a roller system, covered in pads, which
presumably could be pried open in a heatstroke emergency to allow in a blast of cooling air. The
catch, of course, is that no self-respecting wrestler would ever admit to needing relief. And this
place must hold everything that the varsity and junior varsity teams require: the heavy bags, the
medicine balls, the exercise bike, the heavy and light jump ropes, the wrestling mats, the stereo,
the bulletin boards, the wall space where the wrestlers have taped up their lists of personal goals
for the season: “Stop eating junk food.” “Listen more to my coaches.”It must contain two dozen or
so high school boys, who range from Ben Morrow, wrestling at 103 pounds, to Kirk Schmidt at
275 or beyond. The coaches figure that Ben, on most days, probably has to jump up and down
on the scale to hit triple digits, while Kirk, still just a ninth-grader, will be fighting a constant battle
to convert his girth into wrestling strength. But the two will go to the same place as Dan each day
to be weighed: the tiny storage closet that also holds the ropes and jackets and pretty much
everything else that needs to be out of the way most of the time. It’s the only spot in the room
that Bridgewater could find to stash and plug in the digital scale.
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J. Russell Peltz, “Just Like I Remember It. As the father of a son who wrestled for three years in
high school after being cut from the varsity basketball team, this brought back all the memories
of three years of agony and ecstacy. I remember going to my kid's matches and wishing they
were over before I got there so I would not have my stomach in knots every time he was out
there. And this, in the Philadelphia area, was not the same level as Iowa, but nonetheless the joy
and pain was identical. The author kept you on edge throughout and I had no idea how it would
end until I got to the final chapter. And I have to admit my heart was pounding as the state
tournament began in the book. I cannot remember the last book which made me feel that way. I,
too, saw my son sitting in his room with a small cup of water by his desk every week, especially
when he went from 160 to 152 for the sectionals. I was on the road when he won his first two
matches and he called my after each one. I made it home for the finals and I will never forget the
parade of the final contestants that night as they entered the gym on opposite sides. My joy
when he pinned his man (from the host school) in the first period to win the Sectionals in 1999
will last a lifetime and my wife went down to the floor when he got on the trophy stand to take
photos. He had owed some money on a moving violation with his car and I told him if he won the
Sectionals I would ay the fine. It was the happiest fine I ever paid. I also will never forget the
disappointment when he blew a 5-0 lead in the first round of the Districts and lost 9-5 because
he was out of gas from cutting weight two weeks in a row, so much so that he dropped out rather
than try for the "wrestle backs" which, today, we both agree, he certainly could have won as the
guy he pinned in the sectionals actually qualified through the wrestlebacks for the regionals until
he was disqualified for poor sportsmanship. That was his senior year. This book brought it all
back (senior night, etc.) and I was glued to the pages and finished it in less than two days. And I
love Dan Gable.  Anyone who ever participated or had a son who did should read this book.”

CPT Trainer/Behaviorist, “Good Book for Wrestling Fans, But May Not Be For Everybody. I
enjoyed Four Days To Glory. However, I am a wrestling coach who appreciates the blood, tears,
sweat, and pain required to win a state championship in Rhode Island, nonetheless Iowa, where
many boys are seemingly born wearing singlets.Kreidler does a very good job of chronicling the
senior seasons of hopeful 4-time Iowa high school state champion wrestlers Jay Borschel and
Dan Le Clere. Yet, I never obtained the passion for the key players that would have prompted
me to give the book five stars. I never felt ready to cheer. I never felt involved enough to lament.
I often stoically turned from one page to the next.The book provided an excellent informational
account of the final season in the wrestlers' elite quest to become Iowa four-timers. Yet, the book
never sufficiently communicated the human interest aspect that would have created more
emotional appeal. Other than as wrestlers, I never felt that I knew Jay or Dan. There was very
little depth developed about who the key players were away from the mat, which diminished the
pleasure I received reading their biographical wrestling story.Nevertheless, despite the



negativity expressed above, I enjoyed the book and am glad that I bought it. Moreover, I would
highly recommend Four Days To Glory to the athletes that I coach and their motivated parents
that have developed a love for the sport. However, I would hesitate recommending the book to
the average person that lacks knowledge about amateur wrestling or who has never developed
an emotional attachment to the sport. For these non-wrestling people, the narrow character
development may hinder their appreciation of Jay and Dan's laudable personal and athletic
accomplishments.”

MaxandRob, “A great insight into the wrestling lifestyle. Overall I thought this was a great book! I
am a former wrestler and this book candidly captures what it's like to live the wrestling lifestyle.
It's not glamorous and not a whole lot of fun most of the time- but as the author points out, this is
what makes it such a great sport and such a character builder of young athletes. The author's
writing style is simple and easy to read, but again, is able to vividly and candidly express what
it's like to live the wrestling lifestyle and why there is an attraction to it. Make no mistake about,
the author doesn't paint a totally rosy picture of the sport, and certainly displays the not-so-great
aspects as well; he doesn't judge the sport or the athletes one way or the other, just presents the
facts and issues as they are. This, in my opinion, is what makes the book great and will interest
even those who are not fans of the sport.”

Michael Barker, “The Definative Book on High School Wrestling. I have been a High School
wrestling Coach in New York State for the past 19 years and nothing comes closer to telling the
tale of our sport than this book. I couldn't put it down. It is a great read about the trials and
tribulations in the wrestling careers of two young men in the state of Iowa. Iowa is the mecca of
our great sport and Mark Kreidler does a masterful job of bringing the sport of wrestling to life
and showing that dedication and hardwork can lead to great things. Kreidler 's account shows
valuable insight into the sport and how it can prepare you for life. His chapter on America's
Ledgendary Olympian Dan Gable and his many contributions to the sport was filled with great
information and details. I brought my copy to our year end Sectional wrestling championships
and coaches all wrote down information and purchased this great book. The next weekend at
our State Qualifiers I was lauded by those who bought the book and had read it quickly just like I
had done.”

Donald Graham., “Fast shipping and arrived in great shape.. A geat book so far. Fast shipping.
Arrived in great shape. I recommend this seller.”

tdub, “Be strong. Good read”

The book by Mark Kreidler has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 118 people have provided feedback.
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